Abstract: We examine the use of micro and nano lasers to form digital photonic VLSI building blocks. Problems such as isolation and cascading of building blocks are addressed, and the potential of future nano lasers explored.
Introduction
furthermore there is a tradeoff between Q and device speed, leading to fast devices requiring high optical Currently complex photonic/optical integrated power. circuits process information in an analog way. The 2. Micro and Nano Lasers in digital systems complexity of photonic integrated circuits (PIC) is now being limited due to the lack of signal
Lasers have a non-linear optical characteristic regeneration and manufacturing tolerances, similar to suitable for digital operations. Recently we have the situation of analog electronics in the 1960's.
shown how arbitrarily small micro ring lasers can There is an urgent need to move to digital processing switch each other and function as digital elements of optical information in order to achieve VLSI [4] , fig. 1 . Micro and nano lasers have advantages complexity. Furthermore, the explosive growth of over passive systems for logic elements: They can fibre-optic based telecommunications has focused operate at very low powers, and have extremely small attention again on all-optical digital processing of size [5] . A high Q cavity is not required to build up a information encoded in an optical format.
large optical field, thus permitting high speed To implement digital photonic VLSI systems operation. Only a small amount of input light may be requires a component or set of components that are needed to switch the laser light from one mode to boolean complete and can be cascaded to make any another via injection locking [4] . The optical digital function. The component(s) must be of intensity inside the laser remains approximately microscopic size and able to be densely integrated constant avoiding thermal effects. Finally, the and interconnected using integrated circuit recovery time of the laser can be arbitrarily fast, by technology (which also implies that the components simply pumping the laser further above threshold. have low power requirements).
Thus micro or nano lasers can serve as a basis for A good review of the requirements for a digital digital integrated optics with integration densities and logic device to be used as a building block for larger operating speeds comparable to those of present day systems is given in [1] 
